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project: Victorian Comprehensive Cancer Centre
sponsor: Plenary Health, part of Plenary Group
architect: Silver Thomas Hanley, DesignInc and McBride Charles Ryan (STHDI+MCR)
builder: Grocon / PCL joint venture
product: Atkar Au.diPanel – Graphic in 2 pack polyurethane paint finish with Au.diMount
PS3 concealed fixing system. Atkar Au.diStyle laminate panels with Au.diMount BJ2
concealed fixing system. Atkar Au.diSlat AX48S in spotted gum veneer and 2 pack
polyurethane clear coat. Atkar Au.diBoard VoglFuge 12/20/66R.

situation: A new centre-of-excellence for cancer research, treatment, education and care. solution: An ambitious 
facility on an iconic location in Melbourne’s prestigious Parkville Biomedical Precinct demands an presence like no 
other. Atkar worked extensively with the STHDI+MCR design team to develop the graphic pattern on the Welcome 
Hall ceiling. The four Atkar products used throughout the project had to be high quality acoustic linings compliant 
with strict regulations pertaining to such a sensitive project. Bringing a sense of warmth and cheer, the spotted gum 
timber flows through the building in a series of different patterns and effects inviting people to interact and connect 
with their surroundings. On the higher levels you will find more of Atkar’s acoustic panels in the corridors and lift 
lobbies infusing acoustic stability on all levels. With subtle lighting effects, the peaceful and tranquil atmosphere is 
channelled throughout. Atkar supplied samples and full sized prototypes to ensure precision in design achieving an 
impressive final result.

Scan for online case study

1_ Aesthetic continuity
2_ Custom graphics
3_ Rising ambience 
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